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Active or passive ?|Alpha | Beta | Smart Beta
Combining the benefits of active and passive investing



Pros and cons on smart beta investing

❑ Potential for Higher Returns: 

❑ Lower Costs

❑ Enhanced Diversification

❑ Transparency

❑ Reduced Risk (potentially)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

❑ No Guaranteed Outperformance

❑ Limited Track Record

❑ Fees Can Still Be Higher Than Traditional Index Funds

❑ Choosing the Right Smart Beta Strategy

❑ Performance Dependence on Factors
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• As of Dec. 31, 2022, there were 1,384 strategic-beta ETPs, with collective assets of approximately $1.53 
trillion worldwide

• For most of the past decade-plus, strategic-beta ETPs made inroads against their peers that are 
benchmarked to more-traditional indexes. 

• More recently, the space has matured in the U.S. and Europe. The category's market share gains have stalled, 
and closures of products that have not gathered assets have been a common theme. In the Asia-Pacific 
region, In recent years, sustainable investments have become more prevalent, particularly in Europe. 

• Some new products have also introduced the combination of sustainability and strategic beta. However, it is 
worth mentioning that this blend has not become a prominent trend in terms of asset-gathering at the time 
of writing this report on the other hand, net flows and product launches both picked up in certain markets in 
2022. 
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% of U.S. ETP Market
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Strategic Beta Group



European market : Few Launches and Closures in 2022, but ETP Industry Product Development Focus Is Not 
on Strategic Beta 



Asia-Pacific Market





comparison

Thematic InvestingFactor InvestingSmart Beta Investing

Long-term trends/themesEstablished factorsCapturing factor premiumsFocus

Active research-drivenQuantitative modelsRules-based weightingSelection

Potentially higherGenerally lowerModerateRisk

Electric vehicle companiesValue and growth stocksEqual-weighted value indexExample



Smart Beta Strategy examples (Cont'd)

Smart Beta 

Strategy
Description

Focus 

Factor(s)
Potential Benefit Potential Drawback

Value

Invests in stocks considered undervalued 

based on traditional metrics like price-to-

earnings ratio.

Value
Potentially higher 

returns

May underperform in 

growth markets

Momentum

Focuses on stocks with a history of recent 

price appreciation, aiming to capture 

ongoing upward trends.

Momentum
Potential for continued 

growth

Can be more volatile 

and susceptible to 

corrections

Low 

Volatility

Aims to select stocks with historically lower 

price fluctuations, aiming for smoother 

returns.

Low Volatility
Reduced portfolio 

volatility

May underperform the 

market in strong 

uptrends



Smart Beta Strategy examples

Smart Beta 

Strategy
Description Focus Factor(s) Potential Benefit Potential Drawback

Quality
Invests in companies with strong financial metrics like 

profitability and low debt.
Quality

Potentially better risk-

adjusted returns

May be more expensive 

due to focus on 

established companies

Size

Weights holdings based on a company's size (market 

capitalization) in a different way than traditional cap-

weighted indexes (e.g., equal weighting, favoring 

smaller or larger companies).

Size

Potentially capture 

different risk-return 

profiles from 

traditional cap 

weighting

Performance may 

depend on the chosen 

size bias

Multi-Factor
Combines exposure to multiple factors like value, 

momentum, and quality.

Multiple 

Factors

Diversification and 

potentially capturing 

various market 

inefficiencies

Complexity in managing 

and understanding the 

strategy



Smart beta product’s design

1. Factor(s) Selection

2. Ratio and variable selection

3. Index Construction

4. Rebalancing Rules

5. Risk Management

6. Cost Management

7. Back testing and Simulation

8. Implementation Vehicles

9. Monitoring and Rebalancing

10. Review and Adjust





Factors Annual Performance



critique

1. Sustainability of Factor Premiums

2. High Costs Can Erode Performance

3. Implementation Challenges

4. Difficulties in Backtesting



further reading



Implication for 
Iranian capital market 

• Index publishing 

• Index investing products

• ETFs without AP/market maker role

• innovation

• Asset managers role

• SEO role




